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Let {Z":w^0} be a Gal ton-Watson branching process with offspring probability generating function f(s) = ^" 0 p¡sK Assume P(Z0=1) = 1, \pi\ is nondegenerate, Km= ^jpj< °° and £o = 0. Seneta [5 ] and Heyde [3 ] have shown that there always exists a sequence of constants C"->», Cñ'C+i->m such that Wn = ZnCñx converges with probability one to a nondegenerate random variable W. Kesten and Stigum [4] had shown earlier that when 2 p,j logj < oo, C" may be taken as mn and in this case the limit W has an absolutely continuous distribution on (0, oo). Their main tool was to show that if <f> is the characteristic function of W then <p', the derivative, is integrable. This will fail when 22 PiJ l°g 3 = °° since in this case EW= « and the existence of <j>' is not guaranteed, let alone its integrability.
In this paper we shall present a simple idea to show that W is always absolutely continuous.
If <p(it)=E(eitW) is the characteristic function of W then it is easily seen using the fact C^1 Cn+\-^m that <f> satisfies the so-called Abel's functional equation.
(1) <p(it) = f(<Kit/m)).
The equation and the nondegeneracy of W ensures that |</>(¿í)| <1 for t j¿0. We exploit this to get a rate of decay for <f>(it) as t-* oo. First we recall the following about the rate of convergence of fn(x) for |x|<l. use Lemma 1 to complete the proof, q.e.d. If S>1 then Lemma 2 says that 0 is integrable and so W is absolutely continuous on (0, »). In fact, it has a uniformly continuous density function. Assume for the rest of the paper that 5^1. Let k be the smallest integer such that kô> 1.
Lemma 3. For all r^k, the r fold convolution Sr of W is absolutely continuous on (0, <» ) and has a uniformly continuous density.
Proof. The characteristic function of Sk is <pk(it) and, by Lemma 2, sup( |i|**!<£*(¿0| < °°. But kS>i and so <f>k and <{>r for r^k are integrable, q.e.d. The following is a key step. 
Proof.
The characteristic functions of the above two random variables are respectively <p{it) and fn(<f>(it/mn)). They are equal for all t as can be seen by iterating (1) n times, q.e.d. We shall now show that the absolute continuity of Sk for all large k implies the same for W. 
